Evil Eye Fingerless Mitts
Intarsia version
Designed by Kathy Vincent

Yarn:
MC: Cascade 220 Superwash, Color: #873 Extra Crème Café —1 skein, or approx. 100 yds of a dk
weight yarn.
CC1: Knitted Wit Double Bubble, Color: Naked — 1 mini skein, or approx 25 yds of a dk weight yarn
CC2: Knitted Wit Double Bubble, Color: Tugboat —1 mini skein, or approx 25 yds of a dk weight yarn
Embroidery: Knitted Wit Double Bubble, Color: Prussian Blue, or a few yards for outlining eye and
eyelashes.
Needles: US #6 (4 mm) or size to obtain gauge
Notions: tapestry needle for sewing seam, embroidery, and weaving in ends

Gauge: 22 sts and 32 rows = 4” in Stockinette stitch
Finished Size: Hand 6 (7, 8)” circumference and 7 1/2” long
Note: Glove is knit flat.
Pattern
With US6 needle and MC, CO 36 (40, 44) stitches.
Leave a long tail for seaming.
Knit 8 rows.
Work in Stockinette stitch (knit RS rows, purl WS rows) until piece measures 4 3/4.” from cast on
edge.
Right mitt: begin working chart from right edge.
Left mitt: Knit 18 (20, 22) stitches, place marker, and work chart on left half of mitt.
Continue stockinette stitch after completing chart until piece is 7” from bottom edge.
Knit 6 rows.
BO all stitches.
With black yarn, embroider the outline of the eye and eyelashes using stem or outline stitch. First follow the shape of the eye and then proceed to the eyelashes.
Finishing
Begin at cast-on edge. Use the long tail and tapestry needle to sew seam (about 4”) to thumb opening. Leave 2” space for thumb, sew seam from top of glove to thumb opening. Neatly weave in loose
ends. Embroider outline of eyes and add eyelashes.
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